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QUESTION 1

Review the following classes and properties: A field group list is defined at the MyCo-Lending-Work work pool level. The
find group list name is Loans: the specified data type is MyCo-Data-Loan. 

Which three statements are valid? (Choose Three) 

A. An auto loan application can extend MyCo-Data-LoarvAuto without affecting a sum performed against .Loans C).
Amount 

B. At design time, the system issues a warning since it is poor practice to define a field group with an abstract data type
ctas% 

C. All pages within the .Loans field group must be the same class, either MyCo-Data-Loan- Aiito or MyCo-Oata-Loan
Mortqage 

D. The pxObjClass of any page in the .Loans field group list can be changed at nm time and does not need to be the
same class. 

E. A rule In MyCo-DataLoan-Mortgage can only be referenced through -Loans if also defined In MyCo Data-Loan. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

While configuring GetNextWork, overriding the System Settings rule 

GetNextWork__WorkBasketUrgencyThreshold imposes a minimum cutoff value for assignment urgency. 

Which statement accurately depicts the system behavior when the GetNextWork_WorkBaseketUrgencyThreshold
setting is overridden? 

A. The override ignores other criteria in GetNextWork. 

B. The override causes the application to revisit workbaskets for assignments with lower urgency. 

C. The override causes a search of only those assignments with the urgency higher than the threshold value. 

D. The override causes a search of all assignments in a work queue that equal or exceed the set urgency threshold. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Customer information is captured in an application. Corporate policy states that private information be secured and only
visible to a limited users. 

Which configuration do you recommend? 

A. Use a visible when rule for the properties displaying sensitive information. 

B. Create an access control policy restricting access to the sensitive information. 

C. Configure an access deny rule restricting access to the sensitive information. 

D. Move sensitive information to separate sections and apply a privilege to the sections. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

The following figure depicts a hierarchy of applications that are built on other applications. 

Specifically , the productionapp application is built on applications customerapp and employeeapp. Each of these
applications has additional built-on applications, including the duplicated MYEnterpriseApp application, which has two
different 

versions in use. All applications are built on the same version of PegaRUUS. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Finco corporation uses pega to perform the majority of the mortgage underwriting tasks. 

After gathering the initial data, the mortgage case pauses and waits for the credit report. 

The credit report is a separate case, located in the same class group as the mortgage case, and typically resolves within
24 hours. After the credit report is complete, the application routes the mortgage case to the specialist. 

Which of the following options is the optimal solution to route the mortgage case to the specialist when the credit report
is complete? 

A. Add a wait shape to the mortgage flow with a case dependency to advance the mortgage flow to the next assignment
when the credit report case is resolved. 

B. Insert a credit report assignment in the mortgage flow with a SLA to check the status of the credit report case and call
the ResumeFlow activity when the credit report case completes. 

C. Include a split join shape in the mortgage flow to include the credit report flow. Use the All option on the split join
shape to ensure the credit report is complete before routing to the specialist. 

D. Modify the credit report flow to move the mortgage case to the specialist. The application routes the assignment to
the specialist with the least amount of work. 

Correct Answer: A 
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